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FOREWORD
Dear Members,
Welcome to the seventh edition of our club Yearbook. It hardly seems a year
since we were distributing the previous Yearbook and yet twelve months have
passed which brought such a mixture of events for all of us. The Fancy continues
to discern how best to respond to a range of present day challenges, not to
mention RHDV2 which has affected an increasing number of members
irrespective of whether beginners or established studs. This has had a direct
effect on shows, especially on small local rabbit clubs with fewer exhibitors and
diminishing volunteers to help set up and take down a show. Looking
realistically at this situation, it would be very easy to be pessimistic and
negative, however, it is vitally important that we not only acknowledge the
many positive 'happenings' in the Fancy but also, individually and collectively,
actively take steps to build upon these pockets of enthusiasm and signs of
growth. This way we move forward together. If we spend all our time looking
backwards where we have been, then we're not looking forwards to where we
want to go. There needs to be a sense of 'continuity and change': taking the best
of the past and the best of the present to create the best future for our hobby.
August brought the sad news of the passing of Monna Berryhill, the original
creator of Mini Rex in the US. Monna was a great friend and a very supportive
member of our club and gave us a very warm welcome when a group of us were
able to visit her at her home in Louisiana in 2012 and again at the ARBA
convention in Texas in 2014. We were delighted to return her hospitality in 2013
when both Monna and Ken were able to visit us in the UK. Our most sincere
condolences, thoughts and best wishes go to Ken at this very difficult time.
The past twelve months have brought the club several new initiatives and
opportunities. Our connections with Mini Rex breeders in Europe have increased
with contact being made with Graham Allan from Denmark. This provides us
with the opportunity to collaborate more closely with Mini Rex breeders in
Denmark while we also continue to develop our contact with Andrea Graber
and fellow breeders in Switzerland. The European theme was taken up at our
Summer Seminar this year, which included a European Show judged by Egon
Müller with the assistance of Andrea Graber, Brigitte & Bernhard Fuchs. The
Summer Seminar itself was well attended and continues to be a popular annual
event where members are able to catch up with friends and enjoy a shared
lunch together. Special thanks to our team of helpers, sponsors and all those
who travel far and wide to attend and to support this event.
At the AGM we made two presentations. One to Hilary Kemble who decided to
come off the Committee having done some sterling work as our Publicity Officer
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over the past three years. And the other to Kate Evans who, though stepping
down from the Committee, will remain our School Liaison Officer. Our thanks to
both Hilary and Kate for all their hard work. The AGM also welcomed Susie
Gardner onto the Committee. Susie is very enthusiastic and has some really
interesting and creative ideas. Welcome to the team, Susie!
This Yearbook introduces our District Advisors who are spread equally across
the country. This is probably one of the most important roles within the club as
District Advisors will be the first point of contact for members within their
particular areas, whether this is a familiar face at a local show or speaking to
someone at the end of the phone to offer guidance on show preparation,
breeding or a health issue. There will be two opportunities for Advisors each
year, at London and Doncaster, for a social get-together and a catch-up. Thank
you to all concerned for accepting the invitation!
Our two educational programmes, Ardingly College and the New Judges’
Training Programme, continue to arouse interest. A small and very keen group
of trainee judges have been attending our Judging Seminars at East Herts
Rabbit Club. We’re very grateful to our mentor judges for their encouragement
and the candidates for their enthusiasm. To enable our new judges to gain
experience and become better known, we are planning to have New Judge’s
Shows at each of our three stock shows in 2018. Our Mini Rex rabbit club at
Ardingly College continues to flourish and attracts much interest from students,
staff and parents. Keeping, breeding and exhibiting Mini Rex has become a
familiar part of college life and covers a wide range of applications across the
school curriculum. Our aim is that this promotes and deepens appreciation of
the Mini Rex rabbit amongst younger people. Involving juniors is an essential
and major challenge in which we all need to be proactive whether through
mentoring or at a local show. The drawing and painting competition at the
Summer Seminar proved very successful, had a good response from our juniors
as well as providing some excellent Christmas card designs!
Mini Rex continue to do well at shows achieving many Best Rex and BiS awards
but it is important that we remain focused on the Breed Standard if we are to
continue to improve the breed. Getting the breeding right is essential if we are
to avoid those fine bones, narrow shoulders and snipey heads. Having a good
hard-coated buck with good type is worth its weight in gold in any stud. Our
District Advisors are all more than willing to help point members in the right
direction.
Our next event will be the FREE Christmas show on Sunday 10th December 2017,
at Hednesford. The BMRC Committee wants to ‘give something back to the
members’ for all your support, therefore at this show members can enter as
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many exhibits as they want at no cost and enjoy a complimentary Christmas
lunch. Do make a note of the date; we look forward to welcoming you to this
special event.
Once again, a big thank you to Aliyah Ajmal for producing the club notes for the
Fur & Feather each month. Do please continue to send any Mini Rex results,
news and views to Aliyah on 07788 240322 or press@britishminirexclub.com
Finally, on behalf of the BMRC team a special thank you to our many sponsors,
volunteers and helpers who make a tremendous contribution to the club, and to
you, our members, as without you there would not be a club. We hope you
continue to enjoy your Mini Rex and we wish you every success in 2018!
Garry Murphy
Chair
British Mini Rex Club
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A Message from the Club President
It does not seem a year since I penned a few notes for our 2016/17 Yearbook, how time
flies. I hope you have all had a successful breeding season with your stock. I had a very
late start this year with several does missing, my first youngsters not appearing until early
April, so have not had the chance to show at the agricultural shows.
As you are all aware we are having a difficult period in the Fancy with the dreaded RHD
virus. My heart goes out to any of you who have been unfortunate to be affected. Now
that we have a vaccine available, let us hope we can conquer it.
The summer seminar and show at Yardley Hastings was a tremendous success and a
subject that was brought up at the AGM, namely self-penning, was very interesting. I
understand that the majority of the British Mini Rex Club decided it was not for them and
so it was shelved, however, people’s attitudes change and it was felt at the AGM that we
should again talk about it.
May I put my thoughts to you with regards to self-penning? At Derby we have had 3
successful self-penning shows, each show has increased in entries and we are very
pleased with how things are developing. So many have commented on the hygiene
aspect of it, also how much less work is involved. I realise the large shows will hopefully
have penning contractors so they will not be affected, but the smaller clubs with either
no committees or with little manual help will find it beneficial and, may I say, will not
have to close.
Here’s wishing all of you every success with your stock and may I thank all of you who
make our club tick.
Arnie Hill
President

REGISTERING A CHAMPION
The British Mini Rex Club offers members Championship Diplomas for wins with
individual Mini Rex rabbits. In order to qualify, any ONE rabbit must have
obtained 25 Challenge Certificate Stars (CCs) under a minimum of THREE
different BMRC Breeder or Non-breeder Judges. These are then sent to the Club
Secretary:
Miss Monica Henley
"Tameford"
55 Berry Hill
Hednesford
Staffordshire
WS12 1U
Tel: 01543 879661
All Challenge Certificates will be returned with the Championship Diploma.
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Prevention IS cheaper than the cure!!
By Lindsay Cameron
We had a fab start to 2017 with our
rabbits, all breeding programmes
paying off with some super youngsters.
Midsummer, 21st July, we were
preparing for the Cleveland Agricultural
Show, a must-go for the Northern Rex
fancier. Charlie and I were in the shed
grooming our entered exhibits, feeling
hopeful for a successful show. A couple
of hours later, Charlie comes to me in a
dreadful panic, saying that he'd found
one of his young does dead! She was
visually fit and well two hours
previously. I knew. Deep down I knew,
but still hoped that it wasn't the
dreaded RHDV2. We acted fast, the
body was incinerated and we disinfected EVERYTHING with Virkon. Another
couple of hours pass, and another youngster goes down. It's hard to describe
the way I felt, kind of sick and like my whole world was falling apart. We
withdrew from the show immediately - the last thing we wanted was to spread
it further. That evening I drove a two-hour round trip to collect our previously
ordered vaccine, which had arrived a couple of days earlier. I'd planned to
collect it the day after Cleveland and vaccinate all stock, but it was too little too
late. Nevertheless, we vaccinate all our remaining stock at midnight that night,
and although we lost a further two rabbits that weekend, I firmly believe that
our prompt action saved many more. All of our adult stock were vaccinated in
September 2016, so all of those were already safe. Our total loss was four Mini
Rex, all born after September. No Polish or Siberians were affected. A loss of four
out of 50+ rabbits was minimal really, but I'm not the sort to turn a blind eye and
come up with my own diagnosis, so I HAD to have it confirmed, for my own
peace of mind and for the benefit of other fanciers.
Our last fatality was double bagged and preserved
in a cool box with ice packs changed every two
hours, until I could take the body to the vet’s.
It was a total nightmare, but I did not feel the
slightest bit ashamed or embarrassed, as it can
happen to ANY unvaccinated rabbit at ANY time,
regardless of good or bad husbandry, location or
anything else. It is rife nationwide and I believe
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that all fanciers should take the necessary steps to
prevent this horrendous disease from affecting
their stock and spreading further. My advice is to
VACCINATE every six months. If you start
experiencing sudden deaths, whether it be 2 or 42
rabbits, please report it to the BRC and take a body
for testing. A full post mortem is NOT necessary. It
cost us £34 for a vet to remove a sample of liver and
send it away for specific testing, which cost a
further £66 including VAT. The £66 was refunded to
us by the BRC as soon as we sent in our confirmed
RHDV2 report. Well worth doing. Info on what to do
if you suspect an outbreak is available on the BRC
website. I printed this out and handed it to my vet
to ensure that the correct procedure was followed.
The cost of the vaccine is approximately £150 for a 50-dose vial, and needles
and syringes are easy to purchase on eBay and Amazon. So, it works out at
approximately £4 to vaccinate one rabbit and, in my personal opinion, if any
fancier feels that their rabbits aren't worth £4 each, then it's time to give up!
(Lindsay is more than happy to give anyone personal advice and support if they
think they may be affected. Tel: 07841 903 646 -Editor)
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The beautiful Otter Mini Rex
By Ann Preece
I first fell in love with the Otter Rex over
twenty years ago. Having shown rabbits
in the 60’s, I met up with the late J J Webb
whilst buying rabbit food for my son’s pet
rabbit. Jeff lived two streets away from us
but I hadn’t seen him in over thirty years.
Jeff was then the secretary of Walsall
Rabbit Club. I asked him, “Are you still in
rabbits?” He replied, “Yes, I am,” and he
asked if I would like to go to the West
Midlands 4* Show, which was being held nearby on the following Sunday. I
went along with my son Matt, who was nine at the time, and so we began with
our first Otters. Standard Rex were very much in demand at the time but we
managed to get a breeding pair of Otters from Roy Quinton, who was also very
helpful with tips on showing as I hadn’t shown Rex before. Matt started off with
Standard Otters showing in the Juniors and had many Best in Show awards
including Best Junior Rex at both the London and Bradford.
We are very proud as a family to have known the late John Hodgkiss, and there
is a picture of one of Matt’s Otters in his book ‘A Fancier’s Guide to the Rex
Rabbit’. John signed our copy at the last Bradford Show that he attended and it
has a special place on our bookshelf at home. Keeping our love of Otters, we
decided to get a pair of Mini Otter Rex and thus our showing of this beautiful
mini version began. We started with a pair of Black Otters, continuing to be very
strict with the quality of coat and colour as we had been with the Standards.
Their jet-black body colour with slate blue undercolour down to the skin. The
creamy white belly which can
have a blue undercolour but
personally I prefer white to the
skin. The demarcation line to be
tan and not so wide that it goes
up the side of the rabbit. Nostrils
and nape of neck rich tan, eye
circles and inside of ears fawn.
Chest should be intermingled
black and tan. Recently a few
Otters I have judged have been
solid tan on the chest, not a
major fault but the Standard
does call for a mixture of both.
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Whilst on the subject of the Breed Standard I feel
I must mention the name Jock Hardwick, who
persisted to gain acceptance of the Otter Rex
initially. As most of you know, this pattern is now
also recognised in breeds other than Rex. There
are some beautiful Otters currently being shown
and are all a credit to their breeders of this
stunning tan pattern rabbit. We hope new
members will take a close look at this colour and
that present breeders enjoy many years of
successful showing and breeding. Keep the Otter
flag flying!

The Lynx Rabbit
By Fraser Avill
The Lynx rabbit, being an Agouti,
has all the issues as the other
Agoutis, but does struggle due
to the size of the gene pool. We
might have to turn to bringing
down in size the Standards but
the Standard Lynx have been in
a similar state with the gene
pool, mainly kept going by a few
breeders and exhibitors. Lynx
Mini Rex would probably not
have been my first choice of
colour, but we are a bit of a sucker for the rarer colours and being a glutton for
punishment, when offered the opportunity to work on developing the colour
further, we said yes… I was very
fortunate to have been set up with a
small stud which provided the
foundation of the Lynx at Rameybec
Stud.
My observations are as follows
As with any Agouti, patience is a
must, as it can take near to 5 months
to truly see what the top and
intermediate
colours
are
like.
Generally, unless you have done
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something really wrong, the base will
be bright white. With young Lynx, they
will carry the “shading” on their flanks,
which will fill in in time but do tend to
be a creamier colour until they moult
through at about 5 months. It is about
at this time that the intermediate colour
starts to brighten. We all look for early
“tells” with the young stock to see
which ones are the ones to run on and
mark as potential rabbits for the show
table.
So far in our lines
The ones with the whitest of bellies as youngsters tend not to have the best
overall top colour / definition, but do have brightness in the intermediate
colour. The ones with the more pale grey looking bellies as they come out of the
nest tend to end up being the best overall rabbits with the better definition and
top colour, and bellies clearing as they get older. I bred one of the early rabbits,
which I was fortunate enough to take out at the Essex Championship Show this
year. The young adult buck went Best Non-Self in the open show, only having
been beaten by the eventual BIS, and then won Best in Show in the UK Rex
under Ray Everitt. It is wins for these less common colours which highlight
interest in such breeds and colours.
My thought
In our shed there is obviously still a lot
of work to do to continue to develop
this lovely colour. I would also
encourage exhibitors to make a little
space for the less common colours
and enjoy the breeding and
excitement of seeing what will come
out of the nest, and how they develop
over time. This can only mean that we
become better enthusiasts, breeders
and fanciers. Going to the shows and
winning rosettes for me is only a small
part of our fantastic hobby.
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Colours - Orange & Fawn Rex
(or a Rich Tea Biscuit and a Jaffa Cake??)
By Andrew Cottam
One of the challenges for the new exhibitor or breeder is: what does the ideal in
their chosen colour of Rex look like on the rabbit? That’s something I’m still not
sure about even after several years in the Fancy, reading and re-reading the BRC
standards, and lots of talk over the rabbit pens at shows! ‘Colour’ is a subject
that attracts lots of strong views, possibly because:
Ø No two people see colour exactly the same (ask any couple who are
choosing paint together!);
Ø Lighting and background colour can further change the shade a rabbit coat
appears;
Ø We all translate differently what the words in the BRC standards mean on
the rabbit in front of you.
So, following the discussion on ‘colour’ at this year’s BMRC summer seminar and
inspired by Derek Medlock’s brilliant demonstration of the range of colours in
‘Blue’ rabbits, a few thoughts using my colours of Fawn and Orange Mini Rex as
another example to help answer the question: How do we know when a Mini
Rex approaches the ideal colour spelt out in the BRC standards? My aim is to
trigger further discussion between the BMRC and the Rex ‘colour’ clubs on this
important question.
Colour in Fawn & Orange Rex
The starting point, and the colour we should all be aiming for, is what the BRC
standards say:
Orange Rex: Saddle deep rich orange carried well down the sides gradually
shading to white belly. Colour to go well down the fur, undercolour to be white.
Eye circles, inside of ears and underside of jowl white. Chest to match flanks.
Face and outside ears to match saddle.
Fawn Rex: Saddle to be a bright golden fawn without any trace of creaminess,
carried well down the flanks, gradually shading to a white belly. Colour to
extend down the fur as far as possible, clearly defined white undercolour. Eye
circles, inside of ears, jowl and underside of tail to be white. Chest to match
flanks, head, outside of ears and forepaws to match saddle.
Pat Gaskin’s article on the history of Orange and Fawn Rex on the National
Orange and Fawn Rex Rabbit Association’s (NOFRRA) website describes how the
standards for these two colours have changed since they were first written in
the 1940s. The colour for Orange Rex was then described as ‘brilliant orange’
and a cream undercolour and belly were acceptable, whilst the colour for Fawns
was ‘medium warm fawn’. The two colours are closely related; Fawn is the
‘dilute’ colour of Orange. Dilute colours are a lighter shade than their non-dilute
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(or ‘dense-coloured’) counterparts; the Fawn carries the same colours in its coat
hairs as the Orange but has less of them. You can think of the effect as
lightening or washing-out (‘diluting’) whatever colour and pattern the rabbit
has. So any observation that ‘a Fawn looks like a too-pale Orange’ is as it should
be, but that still leaves the question what do the ideal colours for Fawn and
Orange Rex look like in reality?
From words to rabbit coat…
Some things that could help get a more consistent view of what that ideal
colour looks like include:
Word pictures: John Hodgkiss, in A Fancier’s Guide to the Rex Rabbit, uses words
more vividly to make a mental picture:
Orange Rex - The aim is a ‘Jaffa’ shade.
Fawn Rex - Golden without being reddish; too dark and it will carry a brownish
tinge, too light and it will be creamy. The colour of a ‘rich-tea’ biscuit.
Pictures: Illustrations of real rabbits can also help show what the right colour is
and are commonly used by the American Rex clubs.

Orange Rex

Fawn Rex

These have the benefit of showing the whole rabbit and how colour shades
across its body. They can also illustrate how colour changes over the length of
the coat. On the down side, even if there was agreement over what was ideal
rabbit in a particular colour, then the colour in a picture can be easily or
inadvertently changed during the printing process.
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Colour swatches: The paint swatches available in your local DIY store give
another way of showing colour.

These are readily available, thousands of tones can be selected and they are
consistent in the colours they show, however, whilst they can come close they
can never fully capture the complexity of shading in a rabbit coat.
Some thoughts…
The colour clubs need to keep the BRC standards under review so that they
remain relevant, and consistent between the dense and dilute versions, for each
colour (not just Orange and Fawn) and importantly, meaningful to breeders and
judges. To help new breeders and non-breeder judges, why couldn’t we use all
of the things described above as guides? The most valuable thing though
would be to repeat what Derek Medlock talked about at the BMRC seminar; get
a group of fanciers together with a range of rabbits in a particular colour in front
of them and, going back to the BRC standards, have the argument over what the
‘ideal’ actually looks like. We need to acknowledge that what is too light for the
standard in one breed e.g. the Blue Dutch, is too dark for another e.g. the Blue
Beveren, but seeing those differences, as Derek so vividly showed, helps clarify
what the BRC ideal actually looks like on the Mini Rex.
Building on the success of the seminar…
I’d argue for the colour clubs to lead more discussions on colour and to build a
collection of examples for their individual colours to guide breeders, exhibitors
and judges. There is a starting point here for Orange and Fawn Rex if NOFRRA
members think it useful, and the material Derek Medlock used for his talk at the
BMRC seminar would do the same for Blue Rex. Of course the Ermine and Black
breeders may not see quite the same need!
Colour is so important in the Mini Rex as the standard gives it 40 points.
Anything that helps us get a consistent picture of what that ideal actually looks
like must help meet one of the objectives of our club: to assist all persons
interested in keeping, breeding and exhibiting rabbits. Perhaps, most importantly,
what do new breeders and exhibitors and non-breeder judges think?
PS: So why the alternative title for this article? John Hodgkiss uses the images of
Rich Tea biscuits and Jaffa (cakes) when describing Fawn and Orange Rex and
that struck a real chord with me for some reason…
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WELCOME
TO THE
JUNIOR SECTION
Some of our Juniors…
Hi, I am Aminah and I am 6 years old. I live in
Scotland and I have Castor Mini Rex. My Mini Rex
are very nice, and I like looking at them in the
shed and helping to look after them. I like the
colour Castor because it is a nice chestnut
colour. It is my favourite. I have had a couple of
Castors, one of them is only a baby. They are
called “Scrappy Doo” and “Smurfette”. “Scrappy
Doo” has won me lots of ribbons at the rabbit
shows, which I then took into class to show my
friends and my teacher. I hope when “Smurfette”
gets to go to shows, she will be good as well and
win me lots of ribbons too. And maybe a trophy!
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Congratulations to all Juniors who entered our Junior Art Competition. The
entries were judged by Bernhard and Brigitte Fuchs from Germany at our
Summer Seminar. There were a good number of entries, all excellent pieces of
work that we hope to use for our Christmas card 2017 and other promotional
material. First prize was won by TRU DYBLE, second ROSIE SHORT and third FIN
CAVILL; other winners include: Lacey Arnold, Spencer Bartle, Aminah Ajmal. The
first prize winner was sent a special rosette and a £10 WHSmiths voucher, and all
other winners were sent a rosette especially designed for the competition.
Congratulations and thank you to our Juniors - not forgetting parents for their
support!
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Summer Seminar 2017
By Susie Gardner
The 20th August 2017 saw the 6th progressive year
the British Mini Rex Club held its annual Seminar,
which this year was all about judging colour! The
line-up was a Colour Show, being judged by the
trainee judges who have been attending this
year’s training programme and also a few
additional from previous years. Alongside them
was a European Show, which was judged by very
respected judges from Germany and Switzerland
who support the British Mini Rex Club.
Members travelled from all corners of the country to support this day. A great
day to get together to simply talk rabbits and catch up with friends, without the
pressures of a normal rabbit show - with a good variety of rabbits being entered
for the unique Colour Show and exhibitors keen to see how their rabbits fared
under this and the European Show with its different system of judging.
The European Show was judged by Egon
Müller. He was supported by Andrea
Graber from Switzerland, who translated
his comments on to the European pointbased judging card. There was no need
for stewards as Bernhard Fuchs, who had
come over along with his wife Brigitte,
fetched each rabbit from the pens.
Instead of holding the exhibit they
carried each rabbit in a plastic carrying
box, this is to prevent any damage to the
coat on transport from the pen to the judging table. Each exhibit was judged at
length with the standard being broken down into seven sections:
1. Type, body shape, body anatomy
20 points
2. Weight
10 points
3. Fur
20 points
4. Texture
15 points
5. Colour, uniformity, between colour, pattern, drawing
15 points
6. Colour and undercolour
15 points
7. Care condition
5 points
Due to the time needed for each exhibit, entries were restricted to only one
rabbit per exhibitor, but this was a fantastic opportunity to see how our UK
exhibits fared under European standards. The standard for weight is different.
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For Minis they award higher
points when the rabbit is closer to
the maximum weight, which
means that if you had an adult at
1.75kg you would only expect to
achieve 8 points, but for a 2.70kg
adult you would be awarded the
full 10 points. Some exhibits
presented a challenge as they
were u/5, which had to be
compensated for; only adults are
shown in European shows.
Whilst the European Show was well under way, the Colour Show category
judges started to find their little gems. The show was split into six sections - Self:
Chris Wilding, Shaded: Fraser Avill, Tan Pattern: Nicky Hicks, Agouti: Fraser Avill,
AOV: Dougie Nendick and BiS: Susie Gardner.
It was a difficult task not to revert to the training of judging to the full standard.
We were only allowed to judge to the one section of the standard: Colour - 40
points. This meant it was all about the top colour and undercolour all around
the exhibit. The Colour Show was a fantastic opportunity for the new up-andcoming judges to obtain experience with a good selection of Minis, they were
supported by experienced judges as their book stewards. Along with this both
Derek Medlock and Eddie Hutchings were
not far from the tables, evaluating each
judge’s techniques and decisions, with
positive feedback given afterwards.
Going back to the Seminar, after the BiS
judging the club held its annual AGM,
which was really well supported. It
finished off with a goodbye and thanks to
both Hilary Kemble and Kate Evans, who
were stepping off the committee. We
were then all invited to tuck into the
complimentary hog roast, with a welcome
break in the clouds of the lovely warm
yellow thing in the sky which never seems
to hang around long. Some people sat on
the grass verge at the back of the hall,
others stood nattering and catching up
on news.
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After that super lunch and catch-up we were all invited back into the hall to the
second part of the day. Firstly we had a super presentation from Andrea Graber,
who talked about judging the European way and about the progress that the
Mini Rex is making as a breed in various countries in Europe. What was
interesting is that there are a number of colours which we would class as
common in Rex but have not yet been accepted as a standard for the Minis. For
example the standard in Germany at the moment only lists Lynx, Black,
Dalmatian Black and Ermine as accepted but as she explained this is being
increased each year to include more. The European standard has over thirty,
three more than the UK. Andrea also spoke about the challenges of the rabbit
fancy in Europe, the effects of modern distractions, diseases like the VHD2 and
of course just general decline in membership.
Next we had Derek Medlock speaking about the challenges of judging colour
and what to look for, he gave examples of the Blue. He pulled out two Beverens
which had different shades of blue and a Blue Dutch, compared to the Blue Rex
of Janet Taylor. He also compared the Oranges and Fawns that had been
entered into the shows, picking out the varying elements that are unique to the
colours and talked about how to interpret the standard when judging.
Finally, the day ended with a round of presentations to both the judges of the
Colour Show and also to our European visitors. There was also the
announcement of the winners of the junior art competition (juniors were invited
by the club to send through a painting or drawing of their rabbits). A fantastic
day out for everyone who came, if you haven’t attended or aren’t yet a member
of the club, please join!
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Some Club Statistics
We have compiled some statistics from each of our stock shows from our very
first stock show at Walsall in 2011 to the Essex Championship Show in 2017.
These inform us not only of numbers of Mini Rex exhibited at each show but
also the trends in colours of Mini Rex shown as well as numbers of juniors
exhibiting at any one stock show.
Most successful colours based on
BIS awards
1. Black (12)
2. Black Otter (9)
3. Castor (3)
4. Chinchilla (2)
Ermine (2)
Himalayan (2)
Marten Seal (2)
Orange (2)
5. Lynx (1)
Siamese Sable (1)
Exhibitors achieving
most BIS awards
1. Violet & Radosny Stud (8)
2. Rameybec Stud (5)
3. Lucy Berry (3)
John Evans (3)
Tony Peacock (3)
Rutland Stud (3)
4. C S Mould (2)
5. Blackvelvet Stud (1)
Briandy Stud (1)
Lindsay Cameron (1)
Elmarda Stud (1)
Kate Evans (1)
Nicky Hicks (1)
Tamar Stud (1)
Mike Webb (1)
Chris Wilding (1)

Most successful colours based on
BEST JUNIOR awards
1. Black (9)
Orange (9)
2. Black Otter (6)
3. Siamese Seal (3)
4. Chocolate Otter (2)
Ermine (2)
Himalayan (2)

5. Black Broken (1)
Castor (1)
Opal (1)
Exhibitors achieving
most BEST JUNIOR awards
1. Spencer Bartle (6)
Lucy Berry (6)
2. Harry Bartle (3)
3. Lacey Arnold (2)
Katie Davy (2)
Catherine King (2)
Jasmine Whitmarsh (2)
4. Aliyah Ajmal (1)
Holly & Jade Beard (1)
Leighton Campbell (1)
Spencer Collins (1)
Amy Cook (1)
Amber Cottam (1)
Antonia Galloway (1)
Lucy Marks (1)
Elicia Mae McDonagh (1)
Daniel Plowman (1)
Abbie Thomson (1)
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STOCK SHOWS - SEMINARS - EVENTS 2018
Stock Shows are held at a variety of venues across the
UK so as to facilitate members’ attendance. Why not
come along to one of the Stock Shows in 2018?
You will be guaranteed a warm welcome!

Easter Sunday 1st April 2018
SPRING STOCK SHOW
Bury & Radcliffe
Masonic Hall
Hospital Rd, Pendlebury
Manchester M27 4EY
Judge: John Fletcher
Sunday 29th July 2018
SUMMER STOCK SHOW
Heckington Agricultural Show
Sleaford NG34 9RA
Judge: James Bent
Sunday 19th August 2018
SUMMER SEMINAR & AGM
Yardley Hastings Memorial Hall
Yardley Hastings
Northampton NN7 1EX
Sunday 16th September 2018
LATE SUMMER STOCK SHOW
Devon Championships
Teign Valley Community Hall, Christow
Exeter EX6 7WA
Judge: Tony Peacock
Saturday 13th October 2018
AUTUMN STOCK SHOW
The London Championships
East of England Showground
Peterborough
Cambridgeshire PE2 6XE
Judges: Richard Kendrick (Self)
Eddie Caulfield (Non-Self)
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OUR DISTRICT ADVISORS

JENNY CARLILE

JOHN EVANS

MALCOM NICHOLSON

EDDIE CAULFIELD

ARNIE HILL

PAUL WANKLIN

LINDSAY CAMERON

EDDIE HUTCHINGS

NICKY HICKS

LEANNE SHORT

JULIE SAUNDERS

HARRY JOHANSSON

CLIFF PENROSE
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NEW - CERTIFICATE OF MERIT
The London 2017 sees the
launch of our new ‘Certificate
of Merit’.
Our British Mini Rex Club panel
judges will be able to award
the Certificate of Merit to the
Best Mini Rex at any show that
they are judging in the UK.
Remember, aim to improve
your Mini Rex by breeding to
the Standard and success will
surely follow.
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Meet the BMRC team

ALIYAH AJMAL

FRASER AVILL

JENNY AVILL

JOHN EVANS

KATE EVANS

SUSIE GARDNER

MONICA HENLEY

ARNIE HILL

MARIANN JAKAB

GARRY MURPHY

ANN PREECE

BRIAN PREECE

JEAN THOMPSON
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PAUL WANKLIN
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